This work presents an approach to self-healing that deals with un-handled exceptions within an executing program. More precisely, we propose an approach based on control theory that automatically disables system functionalities that have led to runtime exceptions. This approach requires the system to be instrumented prior to deployment so that it can later interact with a supervisor. This supervisor encodes the only sequences of actions (method calls) of the system that are permitted. We describe an implementation that automatically generates instrumentation for Java systems and demonstrate the efficacy of this approach through a comprehensive example.
INTRODUCTION
This work deals with software self-healing in order to automatically generate and apply patches when facing runtime faults. More specifically, we consider legacy systems and automatically provide them with self-healing capabilities that allow for handling of runtime exceptions. We assume that the systems under consideration went through the different life cycle phases (design, implementation, testing, deployment). Typically, possible faults such as IO and NullPointer exceptions are not all detected during the testing phase, and remain in the system. These faults are usually reported by Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ICAC'11, June 14-18, 2011, Karlsruhe, Germany. Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0607-2/11/06 ...$10.00. the user whenever their corresponding symptoms are observed at runtime.
As explained in [3] , although Autonomic Computing (AC) has yielded to many impressive achievements, it has not yet accomplished some of its very desired goals. Some of the AC techniques related to control theories for instance have proven to be very successful for power management but their applicability to other types of systems such as general software systems remain unclear. Moreover, introducing autonomic features to a system by implementing feedback loops requires careful design to ensure that the system does not diverge from its desired goals. In this work, we describe and implement an approach to control software systems, hence providing it with self-healing features. With these capabilities the system can automatically adapt to avoid further occurrences of observed runtime exceptions. Moreover the design of such a control approach is itself automated from the source code of the software system under consideration, avoiding manual introduction of errors. We consider the Supervisory Control (SC) Theory in order to achieve this goal. Section 2 introduces some background on SC.
Other self-healing approaches have been considered in the past for software systems (e.g. [8, 7, 1] ). The approach that we introduce aims to automatically provide legacy systems with self-healing capabilities. In this work, self-healing is performed through monitoring, exception catching and control. Unlike many self-healing solutions, our healing approach does not rely on system redundancy or on previously applied solutions (see e.g. [5] ). Instead we consider a similar view to [1] focusing on the prevention of faulty behaviors. This approach assumes that the goal intended by the user can be achieved in a different way or that the system was used in an inappropriate manner. However, unlike in [1] we only prevent the occurrence of faulty behaviors but we do not assume that behaviors reaching the same state are semantically equivalent.
BACKGROUND ON SC
As systems have become more and more complex, making sure that their behaviors fulfill given requirements is an important challenge. Although testing and verification have proven to be extremely useful, some faults usually still remains in the system and are only discovered at runtime. In order to deal with this issue in the case of runtime exceptions, we propose to control the system at runtime, using a supervisor which interacts with the system in order to prevent it from executing paths leading to these exceptions. Figure 1 (a) represents a feedback control architecture, where the system is monitored by a supervisor which can prevent some behaviors of the system from occurring. Moreover, considering the increasing system complexity again, implementing such mechanisms and designing a supervisor that achieve the desired objective are very challenging tasks.
Supervisory Control on Discrete Event Systems ( [6] ) is a formal theory that aims to automatically design a model for a supervisor ensuring some safety property. In this theory, the model of a system G is represented by a language L(G) over an alphabet of events A. This language corresponds to a set of sequences of events, each sequence representing a possible behavior/execution of the system. Although not as general as languages, Finite State Machine (FSM) are also used in order to model the possible behaviors of the system. Regarding the modeling of supervisors, Figure 1 (a) shows that they can be seen as a function that takes a sequence of events s and returns a set of allowed events after s. The function S representing the supervisor can be encoded by a FSM GS such that for all s ∈ L(S), S(s) represents the set of events that can be triggered from the state reached in GS after sequence s. Supervisors ensure a given property, called control objective which can itself be represented as an FSM. The language generated by this FSM represents a set of "safe" behaviors, meaning that the behaviors that are not encoded by this FSM are undesired. The theory also considers that not every event can or should be disabled by a supervisor, i.e. the alphabet of the system is assumed to be composed of a set of controllable events (Ac ⊆ A) and uncontrollable events (Au ⊆ A). We now define the basic supervisory control problem, which can be stated as the following. Basic Supervisory Control Problem (BSCP): Given a system G and a control objective K, compute the maximal controllable set of behaviors included in the ones of both G and K.
In order to solve the BSCP, Ramadge and Wonham (see e.g. [9] ) introduce a property called Controllability.
Considering this notion, Ramadge and Wonham showed that a solution to the BSCP exists if and only if the maximal controllable set of behaviors included in the ones of both G and K is not empty. They also provided an algorithm computing this FSM which encodes a most per- missive supervisor ensuring the control objective (see e.g. [9] ). This algorithm can be seen as a function that takes as inputs a set of uncontrollable events Au, a FSM representing the control objective K and a FSM representing the behaviors of the system G. We denote this function SupCont and therefore SupCont(Au, K, G) represents a solution of the BSCP. The complexity of this algorithm is linear in the number of events, the number of states of the model of G and the number of states of K.
APPROACH
In the course of this research, we apply Supervisory Control (see Section 2) to provide systems with self-healing capabilities. Basically, our approach aims to automatically generate a supervisor system that coexists with the original system and drives it in order to avoid critical situations. Currently, our approach works on Java applications only with full access to the source code and consists of two main stages: preparation and runtime. Figure 1 (b) depicts our approach.
In the preparation stage, the source code is automatically analysed and a FSM of the behaviors (method calls) of the Java application is built. This FSM initially also models a supervisor behaviors and covers all the execution paths of the targeted application as long as no un-handled runtime exception has been discovered. Further, the supervisor is automatically generated and integrated in the original code through instrumentation that allows for the supervisory control at runtime (see Figure 1(b) ). Therefore, we deploy and execute the new instrumented application embedding a supervisor.
At runtime, the supervisor embedded in the application monitors and controls the program execution by consulting the FSM. Whenever an un-handled runtime exception has arisen, it is caught through instrumentation and a model of the faulty sequence of method calls is automatically derived from it. Further, Supervisory Control Theory is applied in order to automatically synthesize a model of a supervisor.
Model Extraction
In this paper, we consider Finite State Machines (FSM) to model the system behaviors, the propertie to be ensured by control, and the supervisor.
Regarding the system behaviors, Figure 2 presents some code sample and the corresponding FSM extracted from it. The method calls are extracted and correspond to the edges of the generated FSM. Branching (e.g. IF, SWITCH state-ments, etc) and loops (e.g. FOR and WHILE statements, etc) are also taken into account.
We have implemented an Eclipse plugin for FSM extraction from Java programs. So far, our implementation follows the Java 1.6 specification regarding loops and branching. However, it does not yet take into account concurrency introduced by threading and graphical components.
Instrumentation
Our instrumentation process relies on the Javassist library [2] and is illustrated in Figure 3 . Javassist offers many facilities to instrument Bytecode among which the insertBefore and addCatch methods. Given a method m of a Java program, the insertBefore method allows to insert Java code that will be executed before the body of m and the addCatch method allows to catch runtime exceptions that are not already handled by method m.
In this work, we automatically introduce a new Supervisor class which contains an FSM object representing the model of the supervisor and a state representing the current state of this model. The Supervisor class also contains a static method called Supervisor.accepts which takes a string representing a method name (e.g. m) and returns a boolean. The value of this boolean is true if and only if the model of the supervisor encodes that m can be triggered from the current state of the model. Whenever the execution of m is authorized, Supervisor .accepts also updates the current state of the model. Therefore, implementing the monitoring of method calls, updating at runtime the model of the current state of the model of supervisor accordingly, and disabling the execution of unauthorized method calls can simply be achieved by instrumenting each method m with:
insertBefore("If (!Supervisor.accepts(m)) return; ") (1) Statement (1) indicates that whenever a method m is called, it is first checked if calling this method from the current state of the supervisor model is authorized. If it is the case, then the body of the method is executed normally and the current state is updated. If the method call is not authorized then the method exits before its body is executed.
Instrumenting Java Bytecode in order to catch runtime exceptions can also be easily be achieved through the Javassist addCatch method. This method takes two arguments: the type of exceptions under consideration and the code to be executed whenever such an exception is caught. In this work, we consider exceptions of type java.lang.Exception, which represents any type of exception. We also implemented a (a) A basic calculator example. newSupervisor method in the Supervisor class. This methods takes into account an observed sequence as well as the current model of the supervisor and automatically synthesizes a new model of the supervisor. This method is called whenever a runtime exception occurs and the code is instrumented for this purpose the following way: addCatch("newSupervisor();", java.lang.Exception) Section 4 introduces new theoretical results from which an algorithm for the Supervisor.newSupervisor method can be derived.
SC WITH INCOMPLETE MODELS
In Section 2, the model of the system is assumed to be complete, i.e. all the possible sequences that can be observed while monitoring the system are encoded in the model. However, this requirement may not always be fulfilled. In this section, we extend the formalism introduced in Section 2 in order to take into account the possible incompleteness of the model towards un-handled exceptions. We assume that the model is represented by a FSM on an alphabet A and more events can be observed while monitoring the system at runtime. The overall set of events is denoted A and is a super-set of A. A may for instance correspond to all the methods and exceptions declared in the program while A may corresponds to A to which runtime exceptions that do not appear in the program source code are added. Traces of the system are represented by sequences of events in A . The occurrence of some of these traces is not desired but can be observed at runtime. We aim to automatically compute a supervisor for the system that will prevent the occurrence of such traces. Example 1 illustrates this principle. Example 1. We consider a basic calculator with a graphical interface, presented in Figure 4(a) . In this example, we assume that the exception related to the division by zero has not been handled by the programmer. In this case, a sequence ending with
can be observed where event 'exception' represents the occurrence of an exception corresponding to a division by zero that is observable at runtime. We now denote A = A ∪ {exception} and Au = {exception, =, +, −, * , /}.
In Example 1, the occurrence of the exception is hence due to the division by zero and not what precedes it. Equation 2 represents some subsequence that actually captures an undesired ending to any sequence, regardless what would precede it. Works such as [4] also suggest that the cause of symptoms usually occurs soon before the symptoms are observed. This entails that it is often sufficient to only consider the end of an undesired sequence that was observed in order to capture what characterizes the cause of faults.
Definition 1 (pre-completion). Let A and A be two alphabets such that A ⊆ A and let s be a sequence over A . The pre-completion of s with respect to A is denoted by TA(s) and is defined by TA(s) = A * .s.
Given a sequence s over alphabet A , Definition 1 defines the set of all sequences of events over A that are end by subsequence s. An FSM modeling the pre-completion of G with respect to A is simply obtained by adding some transitions to each state of G. represents the maximal controllable set of behaviors included in G and preventing any behavior ending by s.
Example 2. In this example, we illustrate the definitions and results introduced in this section with the calculator example presented in Example 1. The problem to be solved is to control the application so that sequences ending by the sequence s of Equation 2 cannot be executed. Theorem 1 provides a solution that can be applied with the set of uncontrollable events Au = {exception, =, +, −, * , /}, its subset Au \ A = {exception}, the FSM of the calculator presented in Figure 4 (b) and the FSM of Figure 5(a) .
Initially the application is controlled by a supervisor whose model is the one of the system, i.e. the FSM of Figure 4(b) . During the program execution, when a sequence ends as described in Equation 2 , then a new model of the supervisor is automatically synthesized using the result of Theorem 1, which leads to the model given in Figure 5 (b).
Comparing this model to the one of Figure 4 (b), one can remark that from every state, clicking the '/' button is now treated differently and leads to states where the action associated to clicking button '0' is not allowed. This solution takes into account that the action associated to clicking button '=' is uncontrollable and cannot be prevented by control, even after clicking button '/' followed by button '0'.
CONCLUSION
This work presents an approach for automatically equipping Java programs with a mechanism for self-healing of un-handle runtime exceptions. This approach relies on the Supervisory Control Theory on Discrete Event Systems and the program is automatically instrumented so that it can interact with an automatically synthesized supervisor. So far our implementation takes into account runtime exceptions and Java structures such as branchings and loops, our main future work in this direction consists of also taking into account other types of faults as well as concurrency between threads and graphical components.
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